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Police

- Should attend to public complaints immediately.
- Should have minimum (A few Minutes) response time for reaching at the scene of crime.
- Should register FIR on the basis of facts.
- Should investigate crime cases impartially.

Public

- Should protect the scene of crime till the arrival of Police.
- Should shift the injured immediately to the hospital but should not disturb the scene of crime.
- Should come forward to become witness if saw the crime occurring.
- Should intimate the facts to police without any concoction.

Press

- Should not enter the scene of crime till it is not examined by Police and Experts.
- Should photograph the scene when allowed by the Police.
- Should publish and telecast realistic reports only.
- Should not sensitize the case and start media trial.

Prosecution

- The challan should be meticulously checked before putting in court.
- Should present the facts and circumstantial evidence along with reports to the courts of law.
- Should thoroughly prepare and present the case evidence and argue on the merits.
- Should properly assist the court for reaching at logical conclusions.
- Adjournments should not be taken on frivolous grounds and should close arguments at the earliest.